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Using advanced optical lens design the KFIRE-LITE optimises all available light to
maximise the usable light on the required surface. This also gives the benefit of very low 

light spill (light pollution) and gives the best performing product on the market.

A high power LED rechargeable flood light unit ideal 
for fire and rescue services. Compact to store

and setup in under a minute.

Light ground
in front of unit

Light ground
  and lower wall

Light upper wall

22,000 lumens light output

Unique lensing optimised for
all surfaces

Quick & simple deployment by
one person in under 1 minute
per light

Compact to store and transport.
Only 9.6kg per kit. Easy to fit a full
set in a car boot

Stable to 25mph winds. No extra tie 
downs or ground pegs required

Safe silent operation. No trip hazards. 
No trap hazards. No noise.
No maintenance

Multiple kit options for all budgets
and requirements

Supplied with waterproof carry
bags as standard
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Replaceable lithium battery stored within 
waterproof IP65 rated light head.
No trailing cables.

Optimised optical lensing for fire & rescue. 
5700K cool white light.

Over 2 hours 20 minutes duration.
Additional batteries available to increase 
duration to 4 hours 40 minutes.

Lightweight and compact to store.
Supplied with carry bags. 9.64Kg for 
tripod and light head.

Safe. 3m soft descent anti-trap
aluminium tripod.

Silent Operation. No mains or generator 
required.

ACCESSORIES

LITHIUM BATTERY
A rechargeable lithium battery pack for powering the
Kfire-lite, complete with an in-built battery level indicator

LITHIUM BATTERY CHARGER
A battery charger for charging the Kfire-Lite
battery packs

MULTI-WAY BATTERY CHARGERS
4-way, 5-way & 6-way battery chargers for charging 
multiple Kfire-Lite battery packs at once

TRIPOD
A light weight 3 metre tripod for use with the Kfire-Lite
LED light head

STABILITY KIT
Add to the centre of the tripod to increase stability in
strong wind

LIGHT HEAD BAG
Store up to 2 Sports-Lite heads, batteries and chargers safely 
in this weatherproof storage bag

TRIPOD BAG
Store up to 2 Sports-Lite tripods safely in this weatherproof 
storage bag

FENCE ADAPTOR
A 3m height adjustable mast which can be permanently 
fixed to any fence removing requirement for tripods.


